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Developing  computer-based  information  systems  necessarily  in volves  making 
a number  of implicit  and  explicit  assumptions.  The  authors  examine  four 
diffeen  t approaches  to  information  systems  development. 
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All  systems developers  approach  the development  task  of systems failures.  (The importance  of implicit  assump- 
with  a number  of explicit  and implicit  assumptions  tions  has also been noted more generally  in  [3,4,  76, 
about the nature  of human  organizations,  the nature  of  80, 891).  We agree with  the previous  research that  a 
the design task, and what  is expected  of them.  These  better  understanding  of developer  assumptions  is im- 
assumptions  play  a central  role in  guiding  the informa-  portant  and we wish  to extend  the line  of inquiry.  In 
tion  systems development  (ISD) process. They  also dra-  particular,  we feel there  is a need to explore  the most 
matically  affect the system itself.  This  article  will  ex-  fundamental  foundations  from where  such assumptions 
amine  the kinds  of implicit  assumptions  made during  arise, and this  is done by applying  a philosophical  line 
systems development.  of analysis. 
Depending  on the assumptions  adopted, different  sys- 
tems development  approaches are identifiable  and each 
of these leads to different  system outcomes. Based on a 
detailed  analysis  of the literature,  we will  examine  the 
fundamental  assumptions  of four  major kinds  of sys- 
tems development  approaches and discuss how  they 
lead to different  outcomes. 
More  specifically,  we wish  to show  (1) that  although 
there  is a strong, orthodox  approach  to systems devel- 
opment, there  are recently  developed  alternatives  that 
are based on fundamentally  different  sets of assump- 
tions;  (2) that  these assumptions  primarily  deal with  the 
attitudes  adopted toward  reality  and how  to obtain 
knowledge  about it;  (3) that  these assumptions  are 
either  explicitly  or implicitly  made in  adopting  a partic- 
ular  development  approach:  (4) that  the ways in  which 
system objectives  are legitimized  are directly  related  to 
the development  approach  adopted; and (5) that  impor- 
tant  social  consequences result  from applying  a particu- 
lar systems development  approach. 
The article  is organized  as follows.  We begin by in- 
troducing  two  case examples  that  illustrate  how  differ- 
ent systems development  assumptions  become manifest 
in  practice.  These assumptions  are then  grouped into 
four  paradigms of information  systems development 
and explained  in  detail.  The  rhetorical  vehicle  used for 
explicating  the paradigms are generic  story  types. The 
paradigms are analyzed  using the story  types, dividing 
the discussion  into  three  parts: story  line,  interpreta- 
tion,  and analysis.  We return  to the case examples  to 
show  how  the manifest  differences  in  the develop- 
ment process and outcomes can be explained  by the 
four  paradigms. We conclude  by noting  a number  of 
benefits  associated with  the identification  and analysis 
of the paradigms. The  article  provides  a new  vehicle  for 
theorizing  about the nature,  purpose, and practice  of 
information  systems development. 
TWO  EXAMPLES 
Other  researchers have also noted the importance  of 
systems developer  assumptions,  but  their  work  has fo- 
cused on more specific  aspects, e.g., analyst  models of 
the users [25, 421, analyst  hypotheses about the nature 
of requirements  and behavior  related  to structuring 
problems  [96], and analyst  and user values  [57]. 
Whereas these studies  employ  empirical  means to doc- 
ument  these assumptions,  Bostrom and Heinen  [14] 
have relied  on an analysis  of the literature  to document 
seven implicit  theories  and views  of designers as causes 
Consider  how  the approaches taken  in  the following 
two  systems development  projects differ. 
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Automating  Typesetting  or  Enhancing  Craftsmanship? 
Traditional  newspaper  production  involves  four  major 
processes: writing,  editing,  typesetting,  and printing. 
Reporters and columnists  write  copy which  is then  ed- 
ited. Typesetters  take the edited  copy and relevant  pic- 
torial  material,  and lay  out pages. Printers  take the re- 
sults and print  the newspapers. Typical  systems designs 
focus on rationalizing  newspaper  production  by com- 
bining  tasks that  can logically  be done on the same 
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electronic  device,  such as editing  and formatting.  Page 
layout  is conceived  as a natural  extension  of format- 
ting.  A requirements  analysis  along these lines  suggests 
tha.t editors  can perform  the typesetting  function  be- 
cause computers  already  aid the editors  with  editing 
and page layout.  Editors  can embed typesetting  com- 
mands directly  in  the final  copy. Page layout  is done on 
screen and sent to phototypesetting  equipment.  The  ed- 
itors become responsible  not only  for editing  but  also 
for page make-up.  Migh  resolution  screens; electronic 
cut, paste, and scaling  facilities;  and previewing  appara- 
tus permit  the typesetting  function  to be assigned to the 
editors. 
In  the UTOPIA  project  [Zg, 471, an alternative  ap- 
proach  was tried  at one newspaper  company.  The sys- 
tems development  team consisted of union  representa- 
tivles and typesetters.  Their  goal was to establish  an 
electronic  typesetting  support  system that  would  en- 
hance the position  of the  typesetting  craft  in  the news- 
paper industry.  The  newspaper’s  management  was ex- 
cluded  from  the design team so that  typesetters’ 
interests  were  given  primacy  in  all  design decisions. 
Ex:isting  turnkey  systems were considered  inappro- 
priate  because of built-in  design constraints  and man- 
agement biases that  did  not take into  account  the 
unique  requirements  of the typesetting  craft.  These 
management  biases emphasized  cost savings, efficiency, 
and control  leading  to de-skilling,  job losses, and an 
aesthetically  inferior  product.  Data processing special- 
ists assumed an advisory  role serving  the typesetters’ 
interest.  In  the  requirements  analysis,  the design team 
viewed  typesetting  as an essential  task requiring  spe- 
cia.list skills  that  would  be lost by its integration  with 
editing.  Two  types of requirements  were  established: 
(1)  transformation  of edited  texts  into  made-up  pages; 
and (2) creation  of an aesthetically  pleasing  product. 
Typesetting  skills  differ  from  editorial  skills;  editors  are 
in  charge of content,  and typesetters  are in  charge of 
form.* The  typesetters  were  interested  in  retaining  the 
quality  of typesetting  and possibly  enhancing  their  own 
productivity.  To retain  quality,  systems design options 
focused on providing  the flexibility  and diversity  of the 
tratditional  tools of the typesetting  trade by  electronic 
means. To meet this  objective,  the team found  it  neces- 
sary to use hardware  mock-ups  to overcome the limita- 
tions  of the then-available  technology.  While  similar  to 
prdotyping,  the hardware  mock-ups  overcame the bias 
inherent  in  the technology  used for prototyping.  The 
available  prototyping  tools were  unable  to accommo- 
date the craft  skills  that  were  used to meet the aes- 
thetic  requirements  of newpaper  page layout.  To en- 
hance the quality  of typesetting  output,  additional 
system capabilities,  such  as scaling  and finetuning  the 
contrast  of pictures,  were  added. The  UTOPIA  ap- 
proach  resulted  in  an electronic  typesetting  support 
’ The  results  of editorial  work  (planning  content,  planning  pages. and  text 
editinel  mav  be called  a iournalistic  model  of the  news~amx  owe.  The  iour- 
II  _  .  ..I  I 
nalistic  competence  involved  lies  in  improving  the  readability  of the  product. 
The  make-up  person  refines  the  product  by  giving  the  journalistic  model  a 
graphic  design.  The  graphic  competence  involved  lies  in  improving  the  legi- 
bility  of the  product  [‘La]. 
system that  enhanced  the typesetters’  skills  and pro- 
ductivity. 
The  UTOPIA  model  also required  the establishment 
of a new  work  organization  [28]. While  reporters  have 
access  to display  terminals  to write  their  articles,  they 
do not code the text  with  typesetting  commands. A 
central  production  unit,  where  journalists  and graphic 
workers  cooperate closely,  is responsible  for page edit- 
ing and make-up,  typing  manuscripts,  proofreading,  in- 
corporating  major  revisions,  editing  standard  features 
such as TV listings,  and coding individual  articles.  The 
editorial  staff comprises editors  and subeditors,  whose 
responsibilities  are also changed. Subeditors  work  most 
closely  with  the typesetters  to make up the pages. Edi- 
tors are primarily  responsible  for maintaining  a consis- 
tent  overall  viewpoint  among different  articles  and 
serve as discussion  partners  for subeditors  [28]. 
Developing  an  Expert  System  or  a System  for  Experts? 
Deregulation  has forced airlines  to become increasingly 
cost conscious,  yet airline  safety depends on costly, 
high  quality  engine  maintenance.  In  order  to rational- 
ize engine  maintenance,  one airline  com:pany devel- 
oped an expert  system consisting  of the  rules  for engine 
maintenance  and repair.  During  the knowledge  acquisi- 
tion  phase, rules  were  extracted  from engineering  spec- 
ifications  and maintenance  handbooks. 
When  engines arrived  at the maintenance  plant,  me- 
chanics  disassembled them  and placed the parts on 
work  tables. Robots diagnosed possible faults  through 
automated  measuring  and sensing. The  facts gleaned 
about the state of the  engine  parts were  fed to the 
expert  system which  then  applied  its rule  base to deter- 
mine  necessary repairs.  It printed  out a work  schedule 
for making  the repairs  which  was then  followed  by the 
mechanics. 
When  the system was implemented,  the promised 
cost decrease in  engine  maintenance  did  not material- 
ize; on the contrary,  maintenance  costs increased  by 
13 percent.  A redesigned system based on an alterna- 
tive  design strategy  was sought. A new  dlesign team that 
included  union  representatives  and mechanics  was 
formed. Their  cooperation  was motivateld  by a coalition 
with  management  which  they  saw as necessary to se- 
cure the viability  of the company,  and with  it,  their 
jobs. The  design team first  analyzed  the  reasons for the 
decrease in  maintenance  productivity  and found  that 
under  the old system, mechanics  relied  too heavily  on 
computer-based  fault  diagnosis. They  did  not check nor 
challenge  the computer  diagnosis for possible errors. 
These errors were  the product  of difficulties  in  formal- 
izing  the knowledge  base. Apparently,  the mechanics’ 
knowledge  acquired  through  education  and experience 
could  not easily  be formalized  and put  i:nto the rule 
base of the expert  system. There  may  also have been an 
error  margin  in  the automatic  sensing which  created 
ambiguities.  The  new  design team shifted  the focus of 
requirements  analysis  from the acquisition  of an expert 
rule  base to the support  of the mechanics’  judgment  in 
diagnosing  maintenance  needs. The  requirements  study 
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focused on the subtleties  that  come into  play  in  decid- 
ing which  maintenance  is actually  required  for each 
engine part. The  new  design left  the mechanics  in 
charge of the fault  diagnosis, because their  experience 
and judgment  was now  considered  indispensible.  After 
the mechanics  had decided  on the necessary repairs 
they  would  then  consult  the computer  system for avail- 
able repair  options,  availability  of needed parts, etc. For 
this  purpose the computer  system turned  out  to be very 
useful.  This  design approach  resulted  in  a system for 
experts  rather  than  an expert  system. 
These two  examples  pose an interesting  and impor- 
tant  question:  Do they  point  to subtle  yet fundamental 
differences  that  originate  from conflicting  systems de- 
velopment  philosophies,  or are they  merely  variations 
of a single theme,  namely  one where  a family  of devel- 
opment  approaches shares the same underlying  philos- 
ophy? The  answer  to this  question  is important  because 
different  underlying  philosophies  may lead to radically 
different  options  in  terms of design features, implemen- 
tation  strategies, user satisfaction,  and system use. 
We seek to show  that  these differences  are  the prod- 
uct of fundamentally  different  underlying  systems de- 
velopment  assumptions.  We identify  dominant  patterns 
resulting  from differing  sets of core assumptions that 
can be used to characterize  the array  of current  system 
development  approaches. We do not  claim  that  this  is 
the only  way  to organize  them,  nor that  the assump- 
tions necessarily  correspond  to actual  beliefs  to which 
practitioners  are committed.’  Rather,  the core assump- 
tions  have been derived  from studying  the  descriptions 
of various  systems development  approaches that  appear 
in  the literature.3 
FOUR  PARADIGMS 
The  most fundamental  set of assumptions  adopted by a 
professional  community  that  allows  its members to 
share similar  perceptions  and engage in  commonly 
shared practices  is called  a “paradigm.”  Typically,  a 
paradigm consists of assumptions  about knowledge  and 
how  to acquire  it,  and about the physical  and social 
world.4  As ethnomethodological  studies have shown 
[x]  such assumptions  are shared by  all  scientific  and 
professional  communities.  As developers  must conduct 
inquiry  as part of systems design and have to intervene 
into  the social world  as part of systems implementation, 
it is natural  to distinguish  between  two  types of related 
‘To  establish  this  would  need  a representative  empirical  follow-up  study  of 
the  belief  systems  held  by practitioners.  A  first  step in  this  direction  is the 
study  undertaken  by  Vitalari  and  Dickson  [96].  It  showed  that  the  processes 
used by  analysts  in  determining  information  requirements  were  more  com- 
prehensive  than  the  literature  on structured  systems  development  approaches 
had suppested. 
’  Only  insofar  as the  literature  influences  ISD  practice  would  the  assumptions 
derived  from  the  descriptions  of systems  development  approaches  also be 
representative  of the  actual  beliefs  held  by practitioners. 
‘Paradigms  are  defined  by  Eiurrell  and  Morgan  [IS]  as “meta-theoretical  as- 
sunmtions  about  the  nature  of the  sub&t  of studv.”  This  differs  somewhat 
from  Kuhn’s  classic  conception  of paradigms  which  were  defined  as “univer- 
sally  recognized  scientific  achievements  that  for  a time  provide  model  prob- 
lems  and solutions  to  a community  of practitioners”  [56]. 
assumptions:  those associated with  the way  in  which 
system developers  acquire  knowledge  needed to design 
the system (epistemological  assumptions),  and those 
that  relate  to their  view  of the social and technical 
world  (ontological  assumptions). 
Two  types of assumptions  about knowledge 
(epistemological)  and the world  (ontological)  are given 
by Burrell  and Morgan  [18]  to yield  two  dimensions:  a 
subjectivist-objectivist  dimension  and an order-conflict 
dimension.  In  the former,  the essence of the objectivist 
position  “is to apply  models and methods derived  from 
the natural  sciences to the study  of human  affairs. The 
objectivist  treats the social world  as if  it  were the natu- 
ral world”  [18,  p. 71.  In  contrast,  the subjectivist  posi- 
tion  denies the appropriateness  of natural  science 
methods for studying  the social world  and seeks to un- 
derstand  the basis of human  life  by delving  into  the 
depths of subjective  experience  of individuals.  “The 
principal  concern  is with  an understanding  of the way 
in  which  the individual  creates, modifies,  and inter- 
prets the world  in  which  he or she finds  himself  [or 
herself]”  (p. 3). In  the order-conflict  dimension,  the or- 
der or integrationist  view  emphasizes a social world 
characterized  by order,  stability,  integration,  consensus, 
and functional  coordination.  The  conflict  or coercion 
view  stresses change, conflict,  disintegration,  and co- 
ercion.  The  dimensions  when  mapped onto one another 
yield  four  paradigms (see Figure  1): functionalism 
(objective-order);  social relativism  (subjective-order); 
radical  structuralism  (objective-conflict);  and neohu- 
manism  (subjective-conflict).  This  particular  framework 
has been chosen because it  allows  us to capture  the 
distinguishing  assumptions  of alternative  approaches to 
information  systems development  in  a simplified  yet 
philosophically  grounded  way. 
The  functionalist  paradigm  is concerned  with  provid- 
ing explanations  of the status quo, social  order, social 
integration,  consensus, need satisfaction,  and rational 
choice. It seeks to explain  how  the individual  elements 
of a social system interact  to form an integrated  whole. 
The social  relativist  paradigm  seeks explanation  within 
the realm of individual  consciousness and subjectivity, 
and within  the frame of reference  of the social actor as 
opposed to the observer of the action.  From such a 
perspective  “social  roles and institutions  exist  as an 
expression  of the meanings  which  men attach  to their 
world”  [93, p. 1341.  The  radical  structuralist  paradigm 
emphasizes the need to overthrow  or transcend  the 
limitations  placed on existing  social  and organizational 
arrangements.  It focuses primarily  on the structure  and 
analysis  of economic  power  relationships.  The neohu- 
manist  paradigm  seeks radical  change, emancipation, 
and potentiality,  and stresses the role that  different  so- 
cial  and organizational  forces play  in  understanding 
change. It focuses on all  forms of barriers  to emancipa- 
tion-in  particular,  ideology  (distorted  communication), 
power,  and psychological  compulsions  and social  con- 
straints-and  seeks ways to overcome  them. 
These paradigms, initially  identified  by Burrell  and 
Morgan  [18]  in  the context  of organizational  and social 
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FIGURE  1.  Information Systems Development Paradigms (adapted from [18]) 
research, also manifest  themselves  in  the domain  of 
information  systerns development.5  Yet to show  how 
the paradigms  are actually  reflected  in  ISD is compli- 
cated. The  paradigms  are largely  implicit  and deeply 
rooted in  the web of common-sense beliefs  and back- 
ground  knowledge  [go] which  serve as implicit  “theo- 
ries of action”  [4]. A simplifying  vehicle  was sought to 
help  develop  and articulate  the paradigms, in  particu- 
lar, the types of behaviors  and attitudes  that  follow 
from them.  Such  a vehicle  was found  in  the notion  of 
“generic  stories”  or, more precisely,  generalized  story 
types (genres). Each story  type consists of typical  classes 
of behavior  that  follow  from the assumptions  of a par- 
ticular  paradigm.  For example,  different  types of behav- 
ior  in  requirements  determination  arise depending  on 
whether  one believes  in  an objective  organizational 
reality  or not. These types of behavior  were  identified 
and grouped  into  story  types. Each of these was derived 
by  interpreting  pools of systems development  literature 
that  share the assumptions  of a particular  paradigm. 
These pools have been identified  by  analyzing  the spe- 
cific  core assumptions  and beliefs  that  are revealed  in 
the concepts and examples  they  employ.  This  allows  us 
to explicitly  compare sets of assumptions  that  typically 
have not been widely  articulated  or systematically 
compared. 
‘The  view  that  these  four  paradigms  capture  the  whole  of sociological  and 
organizational  research  is not  without  its critics.  Numerous  writers  have  criti- 
cized  the  Burrell  and  Morgan  framework  for  being  oversimplified  [cf.  21,  46). 
For  example,  many  are  unhappy  with  the  way  functionalism  is portrayed. 
e.g., that  it  denies  conflict  and  that  functionalists  always  adopt  positivism. 
Coser’s  [23]  treatment  of functionalism  does take  into  account  conflict;  and 
certain  functionalists  did  not  necessarily  adopt  positivism  (cf. Talcott  Parsons]. 
Others  argue  that  the  dichotomies  projected  by  Burrell  and  Morgan  are  artifi- 
cd.  Although  there  iwe other  frameworks  for  categorizing  social  science  re- 
search  [37,  911, none  is xs representative  of the  IS development  domain.  We 
see the  framework  proposed  by  Burrell  and  Morgan--with  some  modifica- 
tion-as  best depicting  the  different  classes of systems  development  ap- 
proaches,  relatively  speaking.  This  is not  meant,  however,  to  rule  out  the 
need  to  explore  other  alternatives. 
After  each story  type  has been articulated  in  some 
detail,  we provide  a theoretical  interpretation  and dis- 
cuss some of its potential  consequences. (For stylistic 
reasons, we shall  now  drop the qualifier  type and sim- 
ply  speak of story. The  theoretic  interpretation  will  take 
the form of discussing  the  (1) key  actors of the story- 
the “who”  part of the story;  (2) narrative-the  “what” 
of the story,  what  are the key  features and activities; 
(3) plot-the  “why”  of the story,  why  did  the action  of 
the story  take place the way  it  did;  and [4) assump- 
tions-the  fundamental  beliefs  held  by the actors of the 
story,  discussed in  terms of epistemologi.cal  and onto- 
logical  assumptions. 
The four  stories are neither  equally  well-developed 
nor known.  The  same is true  of their  consequences. For 
the first  story,  there  is a large experiential  base from 
which  to draw.  It is the orthodox  approach  to systems 
development  and has been used to develop  information 
systems for decades. Its consequences, therefore,  are 
reasonably  clear cut.  The  other  three  stories are more 
recent  and have not been widely  applied.  Thus  practi- 
cal knowledge  about them  is sparse and their  conse- 
quences largely  conjectural.  They  are presented  in  the 
rough  chronological  order  in  which  they  emerged. 
The four  paradigms,  as depicted  through  the stories, 
are not as clear cut  nor  as animated  as they  are made 
out  to seem.  There  is overlap  and their  differences  are 
overstated  for the purpose of effect. They  are, in  fact, 
archetypes-highly  simplified  but  powerful  concep- 
tions  of an ideal  or character  type  [80].  ‘These ideal 
types do not  exist  as real  entities;  rather  their  proper- 
ties which  are exhibited  (to a greater or lesser degree) 
in  existing  entities  give the  archetype  meaning.  The 
archetypes  reflected  in  the stories play  #an  important 
role in  conveying  the  essential  differences  that  exist  in 
alternative  conceptions  of, and approaches to, systems 
development. 
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STORY  I:  THE  ANALYST  AS  SYSTEMS  EXPERT  Interpretation 
Systems  Development  as Instrumental  Reasoning 
This  story  has progressed considerably  over the years 
[24, 87, 88, 941, and has been the source of many  suc- 
cessful systems. The story  suggests that  all  information 
systems are designed to contribute  to specific  ends. The 
role of management  is that  of the leadership  group in 
the organization  that  knows  or develops the ends 
which  are then  translated  and specified  in  terms of 
systems objectives.  The  usual  assumption  is that  the 
specification  is as objective  as possible. The  resolution 
of polemical  issues associated with  objectives  is seen as 
the prerogative  of management  and not normally 
within  the domain  of the systems developer.  As a re- 
sult,  the ends can be viewed  as being articulated, 
shared, and objective.  Of course, there  are many  kinds 
of conflicts  with  which  the system developer  does deal, 
but  the tools and methods used typically  concern  only 
the choice  of means to prespecified  ends, not the sub- 
stance of the ultimate  ends of a system. 
Key Actors:  Management,  the system developer  and 
users. Managers are responsible  for providing  the sys- 
tem objectives.  The systems developer  is the expert 
who  takes the objectives  and turns  them  into  a con- 
structed  product,  the system. Management  dictates  the 
ends; the developers  use specific  means to achieve  the 
ends. Users operate or interact  with  the system to 
achieve  organizational  objectives. 
The  primary  role of the analyst  is to be the expert  in 
technology,  tools and methods of system design, and 
project  management.  Their  application  helps to make 
systems development  more formal  and rational,  placing 
less reliance  on human  intuition,  judgment,  and poli- 
tics. Politics  is seen irrational  as it  interferes  with  maxi- 
mal efficiency  or effectiveness.  As noted by DeMarco, 
[27, p. 131 “Political  problems  aren’t  going to go away 
and they  won’t  be ‘solved.’  The  most we can hope for is 
to limit  the effect of disruption  due to politics.  Struc- 
tured  analysis  approaches this  objective  by making 
analysis  procedures  more formal.” 
Nnrrutive:  Information  systems are developed  to sup- 
port  rational  organizational  operation  and effective  and 
efficient  project  management.  The  effectiveness  and ef- 
ficiency  of IS can be tested by objective  means tests 
which  are similar  to the empirical  tests used in  engi- 
neering.  Requirements  specification  builds  on the no- 
tion  of a manifest  and rational  organizational  reality. 
Information  systems development  proceeds through  the 
application  of “naive  realism”-the  notion  that  the va- 
lidity  of system specifications,  data models, decision 
models, and system output  can be established  by 
checking  if  they  correspond  to reality.  Reality  consists 
of objects, properties,  and processes that  are directly 
observable. 
PIot:  The  ideal  of profit  maximization.  As an organiza- 
tion’s  primary  goal is to maximize  its shareholders’ 
wealth,  the developed  information  systems must con- 
tribute  to its profitability.  Management  is the most ap- 
propriate  group to decide how  profitability  is to be at- 
tained  and thus,  is empowered  to specify  what  the 
system objectives  should  be. 
In  this  story  there  is one reality  that  is measurable 
and essentially  the same for everyone.  Otherwise  it 
would  not be possible to have what  McMenamin  and 
Palmer  [77] call  the “true  requirements  of the system.” 
The  role of the developer  is to design systems that 
model  this  reality  [36] in  a way  that  will  turn  the sys- 
tem into  a useful  tool  for management  to achieve  their 
ends [7]. In principle,  these ends coincide  with  organi- 
zational  goals. 
Through  the concept of economic  requirements,  eco- 
nomic  reality  becomes measurable,  taking  on a nature- 
like,  given  quality.  The  economic  reality  (translated 
into  quantitative,  financial  goals, and systems perfor- 
mance characteristics)  allows  system objectives  to be 
derived  in  an objective,  verifiable,  and rational  way. 
Systems design becomes primarily  a technical  process6 
Assumptions:  The epistemology  is that  of positivism  in 
that  the developer  gains knowledge  about the organiza- 
tion  by searching  for measurable  cause-effect relation- 
ships. The  ontology  is that  of realism  since an empirical 
organizational  reality  that  is independent  of its per- 
ceiver  or observer is believed  to exist.  The paradigm  is 
that  of functionalism,  which  is defined  by Burrell  and 
Morgan  as an overall  approach  which:  “seeks to provide 
essentially  rational  explanations  of social  affairs” 
[18,  p. 261. 
Analysis  and  Discussion 
The developer-as-systems-expert  story,  through  its em- 
phasis on various  forms of modeling,  focuses on grasp- 
ing the underlying  order of the domains  in  which  or- 
ganizational  actors operate. In  the process, it  assumes 
that  there  are general  laws or regular  patterns  that  help 
to explain  and predict  reality.  It seeks to capture  these 
by identifying  key organizational  relationships  and as- 
pects in  IS that  help  the actors to orient  themselves  and 
achieve  their  objectives.  This  simplifies  a complex  real- 
ity,  making  organizational  life  more rational.  Rational- 
ity,  in  this  case, relates to choosing  the best means for 
achieving  given  ends (i.e., maximize  efficiency  and ef- 
fectiveness).  The systems development  approach sug- 
gested by this  story  attempts to follow  the scientific 
‘This  is  in  part  due  to  the  reification  of  economic  requirements  which  hides 
the  human  authorship  of  systems  objectives,  presenting  them  more  as  techni- 
cal  objectives.  Such  a  view  has  a  rich  historical  backing.  The  belief  that  the 
economic  laws  are  not  of  human  authorship  is  very  clearly  portrayed  by 
Adam  Smith  in  The  Wealth  of  Nations  who  writes  of  an  “invisible  hand”  that 
directs  management  de&i&  to  realize  the  economic  interests  of  individual 
companies  for  the  common  good.  From  a  social  and  economic  policy  perspec- 
tive.  it  is  therefore  unwise  to  question  the  legitimacy  of  management  in 
deciding  system  objectives.  This  could  only  reduce  the  general  welfare  by 
leading  to  suboptimal  allocation  of  economic  resources.  Furthermore  this 
stow  adouts  manv  features  of  the  “bureaucraw  ideal  tvoe”  of  Weher  1971 such 
.  .  _  ~1  .  1 
as  instrumental  rationality,  formalization,  and  depersonalization. 
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method.  This  aids its clarity  and comprehensibility,  and 
makes it widely  acceptable to the community  at large. 
Moreover,  it  helps operationalize  fuzzy  issues and di- 
rects efforts to finding  productive  technical  solutions. 
The  features of this  story  support  a number  of appar- 
ently  appealing  beliefs.  First,  it  allows  the developer  to 
play  a neutral  and objective  role during  systems devel- 
opment  which  helps in  clarifying  the implications  of 
alternative  system design options.  Second, many  would 
claim  it  makes the issues of power,  conflicting  interests, 
and system goals appear to be largely  outside  the do- 
main  of the systems developer.  Moreover,  a large num- 
ber of systems have been successfully  completed  by 
foll.owing  the tenets of this  story. 
However,  as Bostrom and Heinen  [14] have pointed 
out, the systems designer’s assumptions  associated with 
this  story  can lead to a number  of conditions  that  con- 
tribute  to system failure.  The  story,  therefore,  has a 
number  of potential  dysfunctional  consequences. For 
one, the primary  emphasis is on investigating  means 
rather  than  discussing  ends. There  is an implicit  as- 
sumption  that  the ends are agreed. But in  reality,  ends 
are controversial  and the subject  of considerable  dis- 
agreement and debate. By assuming the ends and thus 
sys,tem  objectives  are agreed, legitimation  can become 
little  more than  a hollow  force or thinly  concealed  use 
of power.  The  prespecified  ends meet the needs of cer- 
tain  system stakeholders  at the expense of others. 
There  are also more fundamental  problems  with  legiti- 
macy. It is now  widely  doubted  that  economic  laws 
govern  social  affairs  in  a similar  way  as natural  laws 
govern  the physical  universe.  Instead, it  is believed  that 
economic  affairs  are governed  by social  conventions 
and the decisions  of a powerful  socio-political  elite. 
There  are no rational,  deterministic  laws that  emerge 
from an objective  reality. 
A reaction  to the erosion  of these legitimating  beliefs 
is end user resistance to change. To overcome  resist- 
ance to change, systems developers  have relied  on a 
series of approaches, games, and strategies. These have 
taken  the form  of planned  change models (e.g., the 
Lewin-Schein  and Kolb-Frohman  models), implementa- 
tion  strategies [2, 631, counterimplementation  and 
counter-counterimplementation  strategies [6, 491, and 
the like.  These approaches, however,  simply  perpetuate 
the notion  that  systems development  and implementa- 
tion  is a type  of game. They  continue  to concentrate  on 
means not ends. The  assumption  that  the system objec- 
tives  are legitimate  and agreed remains.  Failure  to fo- 
cus on the legitimation  of the  ends has led to an inap- 
propriate  conception  about why  users resist change. 
The adoption  of functionalism  as the preferred  para- 
digm for organizational  knowledge  acquisition  also 
poses problems.  As Burrell  and Morgan  [18] point  out, 
the assumptions  intrinsic  to functionalism  have proved 
to be at odds with  much  of recent  social  science think- 
in,g. Functionalism’s  two  essential  assumptions.  (1) that 
there  exists  an objective  empirical  reality  and positivis- 
tic: methods are the best way  to make sense of it,  and 
(2) that  the nature  of the social world  is best conceived 
in  terms of an integrated  order  rather  than  conflict,  are 
widely  felt  to be problematic.  Many  now  argue that 
functionalism  has not been a particularly  successful 
paradigm  for understanding  organizational  and societal 
life,  as the subject  of study-people-does  not lend  it- 
self to study  through  positivistic  means (cf. [12, 32, 43, 
53, 62, 951).  People have free will  and observation  is not 
neutral.  This  latter  point  reflects  the fact .that people as 
objects of study  always  “observe back.” Tlhey can per- 
ceive the observer’s plan  of study  and counteract  it. 
Note, however,  that  the more recent  forms of function- 
alism  (cf. [l,  311)  have recognized  these p:roblems and 
have proposed ways to overcome them. 
In  some of the more advanced  thinking  in  ISD, there 
is an awareness of the changing  nature  of organi- 
zational  reality  facing  the developer.  It is explicitly  rec- 
ognized  that  at any  point  in  time  a system can, at best, 
approximate  the changing  requirements  emerging from 
the constantly  shifting  trends  and policies  of organi- 
zational  life  which  can never  fully  be known  to devel- 
opers.7 Such insight  transcends  the mental  “cage” of 
functionalist  tenets in  ISD and insofar  as practitioners 
realize  the consequences, they  will  see value  in  the 
following  stories. 
STORY  II:  THE  ANALYST  AS  FACILITATOR 
Systems  Development  as Sense  Making 
The  second story  has emerged relatively  recently  (cf. [5, 
9, 13, 20, 54, 731).  It is partly  a reaction  to the shortcom- 
ings of the first  and in  many  ways its opposite. It recog- 
nizes that  knowledge  about human  means and ends is 
not easily  obtained  because reality  is exceedingly  com- 
plex  and elusive.  There  is no single  reality,  only  differ- 
ent perceptions  about it.  Business does not deal with  an 
objective  economic  reality,  but  one that  evolves 
through  changing  traditions-social  laws,  conventions, 
cultural  norms, and attitudes.  Trying  to discern  eco- 
nomic  laws  is one way  in  which  people try  to make 
sense of confusing  experiences  by imposing  a possible 
order. No one has a privileged  source of knowledge,  all 
see different  parts. Furthermore,  the role  of people in 
shaping  reality  is very  unclear.  What  they  subjectively 
experience  as a willful  choice  of action  may simply 
be a reaction  induced  by  enculturated  habits  or by 
circumstances. 
Management,  too, tries  to make sense of the confu- 
sion and instill  others  with  a commitment  to the organ- 
izational  mission  that  is constantly  evolving.  IS are part 
of the continually  changing  social  environment  and 
somehow  should  help  to identify  which  ends are desir- 
’  In  particular.  consider  the  case  when  users  and  management  are  identical, 
such  as  in  executive  support  systems.  In  such  cases,  the  goals  of  systems 
development  cannot  be  treated  as  if  they  were  predetermined  by  higher 
authoritv.  Rather.  the  coals  are  derived  from  an  analvsis  of  the  shifting 
forces  f&n  the  envir&nent  that  affect  the  continueh  vzability  of  the  &gani- 
zation.  This  is  the  responsibility  of  senior  management.  On  the  other  hand,  in 
the  classical  data  processing  era,  it  was  easy  to  set  the  gc&  for  systems 
development  because  the  systems  dealt  with  well-understood  and  structured 
tasks. 
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able and feasible. The  distinction  between  ends and 
means is fluid  and reversible.  System objectives  emerge 
as part of the organizational  construction  of reality,  the 
“sense-making  process” [8].  The  role  of the system de- 
veloper  is to interact  with  management  to find  out 
what  type of system makes sense, but  there  is no objec- 
tive  criterion  that  distinguishes  between  good and bad 
systems. It all  depends on what  the parties  come to 
believe  to be true.  The developer  should  work  from 
within  the users’ perspective  and help  them to find 
their  preferred  views.  He or she should  ease the transi- 
tion  from one viewpoint  to another,  thereby  alleviating 
possible resistance to change. Ideally  the developer-by 
virtue  of prior  experiences,  wisdom  or special  in- 
sights-is  able to reduce the pains of change. But, the 
purpose and direction  of change is hidden  from him  or 
her just  as much  as it  is from  everyone  else. The  devel- 
oper’s expertise  is similar  to that  of the midwife  who 
can ease the process of birth  and make sure that  the 
baby emerges safe and sound, but  has no part in  design- 
ing its genetic characteristics. 
Any  system that  meets with  the approval  of the af- 
fected parties  is legitimate.  To achieve  consensus or 
acceptance, continuous  interaction  among all  parties is 
critical.  Through  interaction,  objectives  emerge and be- 
come legitimized  through  continuous  modification.  Sys- 
tems cannot  be designed in  the usual  sense, but  emerge 
through  social  interaction.  The mechanism  of prototyp- 
ing or evolutionary  learning  from  interaction  with  par- 
tial  implementations  is the way  technology  becomes 
embedded into  the social perception  and sense-making 
process. 
Interpretation 
Key Actors:  Users and the systems developer.  Users are 
the organizational  agents who  interpret  and make sense 
of their  surroundings.  The  systems developer  is the 
change agent who  helps users make sense of the new 
system and its environment. 
Nurrafive:  Information  systems development  creates 
new  meaning.  The  effectiveness  of the information  sys- 
tem rests on its ability  to help  users better  understand 
the currently  accepted conventions  and meanings. In- 
formation  systems development  proceeds through  the 
application  of symbolic  interactionism,  which  suggests 
that  organizational  actors interpret  system objectives 
and specifications  and act according  to the meaning 
their  interpretation  provides  for them.  Mead  [78,  p. 781 
captures the  essence of symbolic  interactionism  when 
he writes  “Language does not simply  symbolize  a situa- 
tion  or object which  is already  there  in  advance; it 
makes possible the existence  or appearance of that  situ- 
ation  or object, for it  is part of the mechanism  whereby 
that  situation  or object is created.” 
Plot:  None manifest.  As the social  environment  is un- 
der continuous  evolution,  no particular  rational  expla- 
nations  can be provided  to ‘explain’  organizational 
reality. 
Assumptions:  The  epistemology  is that  of anti-positiv- 
ism reflecting  the belief  that  the search for causal, em- 
pirical  explanations  for social phenomena  is misguided 
and should  be replaced  by sense-making.  The ontology 
is that  of nominalism  in  that  reality  is not a given, 
immutable  “out  there,”  but  is socially  constructed.  It is 
the product  of the human  mind.  Social relativism  is the 
paradigm  adopted for understanding  social phenomena 
and is primarily  involved  in  explaining  the social  world 
from the viewpoint  of the organizational  agents who 
directly  take part in  the social process of reality  con- 
struction. 
Analysis  and  Discussion 
The developer-as-facilitator  story  focuses on the com- 
plexity  of reality  which  is by its very  nature,  confusing. 
It does not try  to conceal  this  complexity  by pretending 
that  there  is an underlying  order  that  can be captured 
in  simplifying  models. Reality  is socially  constructed 
and the product  of continual  social interaction.  The 
involvement  in  the social interaction  produces unique 
experiential  knowledge.  The  emerging  meanings are a 
function  of experience  which  is always  changing  and 
never  quite  the same for two  people. The  uniqueness 
and idiosyncratic  nature  of each situation  does not  al- 
low  it  to be handled  only  by applying  universal  laws 
and principles.  There  is a shift  from the rigorous  scien- 
tific  paradigm of prediction  by  expanatory  laws to in- 
terpretative  accounts  of experiences.  The  concept of 
rationality  does not play  any  significant  role  here. De- 
velopers  act rationally  if they  simply  accept prevailing 
attitudes  and values,  remain  consistent  with  general 
opinion,  and implement  changes in  a way  that  does not 
threaten  social  harmony. 
As this  story  emphasizes the complexity  of systems 
development,  it  doubts the efficacy  of objective  and 
rigorous  methods and tools. Instead, it  favors an ap- 
proach  to systems development  that  facilitates  the 
learning  of all  who  are concerned  and affected. This 
implies  a switch  in  the role of the developer  from one 
of system expert  to facilitator  who  helps to stimulate 
reflection,  cooperation,  and experiential  learning.  In 
practice,  the social  relativist  approach  seeks to provide 
specific  tools that  facilitator  at his or her discretion  may 
use to support  the project  group interaction.  Examples 
are diary  keeping,  various  forms of mappings  (histori- 
cal, diagnostic,  ecological,  and virtual  [XI]),  special 
group pedagogy, use of metaphors  to stimulate  mental 
shifts  (breakthrough  by breakdown  [70],  etc. These tools 
can be used by the organizational  actors for exploring, 
learning,  increasing  awareness, inventing  solutions  to 
problems,  and undertaking  action  [%I.  This  is accom- 
panied  by  the belief  that  it  is not so much  the result  of 
systems development  that  is important,  but  the way  it 
is achieved.  Hence it  intrinsically  favors strong partici- 
pation.  The  kind  of systems that  this  story  produces 
stimulate  creativity  and sense making.  The  use of crea- 
tivity  is not seen as a means to achieve  any  specific  or 
wider  benefits.  The  local  or global  effects of ISD, good 
or bad, are not a conscious concern.  This  story  does not 
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support  the notion  of a political  center  that  attempts to 
strike  a balance between  individual  and collective  in- 
terests. Consequently,  consensus is not viewed  as a so- 
cial  means to maintain  interest-based  coalitions  or for 
achieving  an overall  global  optimum  to which  individ- 
uals interests  are subordinate. 
The  story  suggests that  all  is relative;  acceptance is 
the only  thing  that  matters. Social interaction  is crucial 
for acceptance but  there is no way  to distinguish  be- 
tween  valid  and fallacious  (inauthentic,  manipulative) 
consensus (what  Habermas [39], terms “naive  consen- 
sus”). Because of its relativist  stance, it  is completely 
uncritical  of the potential  dysfunctional  side effects of 
using particular  tools and techniques  for ISD. Different 
products  of systems development  are simply  viewed  as 
the result  of different  socially  constructed  realities. 
Note how  this  differs  from the next  two  stories. 
STORY  III:  THE  ANALYST  AS  LABOR  PARTISAN 
Systems  Development  as Dialectic  Materialism 
The  third  story  is also a fairly  recent  reaction  to the 
first  (cf. [16,  30, 47,  58, 921). It differs  from the second 
by postulating  that  a fundamental  social conflict  is en- 
demic: to society;  yet it  agrees with  the  first  in  that 
there  is an objective  economic  reality.  The  conflict  al- 
legedly  exists between  the interests  of those who  own 
the sources of production  (shareholders  of the organiza- 
tion)  and labor  (cf. [IS]).  Economic  reality  is explained 
in  ter:ms of the interdependent  unfolding  of the conflict 
between  these two  social  classes. The  conflict  results 
from the objective  condition  of private  ownership  and 
contends  that  the invention  of economic  laws  is a ploy 
by the owners  of the sources of production  to make 
the working  class believe  that  there  is no alternative 
way  to arrange working  conditions.  Management  has 
sided with  the owners  and are mere agents of their 
interests  [34]. 
In  this  story,  the  developer  is faced with  a choice:  to 
side with  management  and become their  agent, or join 
the interests  of labor.  In  the first  case, the systems 
would  rationalize  the interests  of management  and the 
owners.  In  this  case, the developer  will  direct  systems 
rationalization  against the workers’  interests  by  affect- 
ing the  intensity  of work,  changing  the  instruments  of 
work,  or replacing  the object  of work  altogether.  Sys- 
tems development  in  the interest  of management  in- 
creases intensity  of work  by  using  computers  to direct 
the work  flow  or supervise  workers,  for instance  by 
issuing  detailed,  optimally  sequenced work  schedules 
[30], monitoring  machine  operations  (keystroke  count- 
ing, measuring  idle  time),  etc. An  example  of changing 
the instruments  or tools of work  is the replacement  of 
typevvriters  by  word  processors. An  example  of where 
the  object  of work  has been replaced  is in  the watch 
industry  where  integrated  circuits  replaced  mechanical 
watch  movements.  In  all  these cases worker  interests 
are jeopardized  because of loss of jobs, decreased de- 
pend’ence of management  on labor,  deskilling  of jobs by 
increased  specialization  or standardization,  and so forth. 
Systems developers  can choose, however,  io side 
with  the workers,  designing  systems which  help  their 
interests.  In  this  case, they  should  use technology  to 
enhance labor’s  traditional  skills  and craftmanship,  at- 
tempting  to make work  both  more rewarding-econom- 
ically  and psychologically-and  deliver  a better prod- 
uct. There  may also be productivity  gains, but  these 
must benefit  the worker:  by  shorter  work  weeks, more 
time  spent on planning  and organizing  the creative  part 
of their  work,  time  for continuing  education,  more au- 
tonomy,  and better  wages. The  systems developer 
needs to avoid  replacing  labor  by capital  through  auto- 
mation.  Technology  could  also help  workers  to manage 
their  own  productive  concerns-the  interest  of those 
who  manage and those who  do the productive  work 
would  then  coincide. 
Trade  union-led  projects in  Scandinavia  such  as 
DEMOS [30] and UTOPIA  [47] are instances  where 
systems development  was placed in  the hands of the 
workers.’  No matter  which  role the systems developer 
chooses, the source of system objectives  is the collec- 
tive  interest  of the conflicting  classes: profits  for the 
owners  or improvement  of working  conditions  for la- 
bor. From a radical  structuralist  perspective,  choosing 
the former  leads to the  exploitation  of the common 
man. Thus,  legitimate  system objectives  enhance  the 
lot  of the workers  who  must earn a living  through  their 
labor. 
Interpretation 
Key Actors:  Two  classes [owners  and labor),  manage- 
ment,  and the systems developer.  The  two  antagonistic 
classes, the owners  of the productive  resources and la- 
bor, are engaged in  a classic struggle.  The  owners  be- 
come the beneficiaries  of information  systems while  la- 
bor becomes the victim  of system rationalization. 
Management  acts as the  agent of the owners.  The  sys- 
tems developer  chooses between  being  an agent for 
management  or labor. 
Narrative:  Information  systems are developed  to sup- 
port managerial  control.  System objectives  reflect  the 
desire to support  the interests  of the owners  at the 
expense of the interests  of labor.  Information  systems 
development  is embedded in  the historical  unfolding  of 
class struggle-it  either  strengthens  the side of the 
owners  (ruling  class) or their  opponents,  labor.  The  un- 
derlying  hypothesis,  that  of dialectic  materialism,  sug- 
gests that  the material  economic  conditions  are funda- 
mental  for the shaping  of class interests.  The  social 
conflict  between  the two  classes follows  the pattern  of 
the dialectical  triad:  exploitation  of one class by  the 
other,  revolt,  and synthesis.  The synthesis  takes the 
form of a new  political  order  and ideology.  Information 
systems development  is part  of the rationalizing  forces 
by which  the owner  class exploits  labor. 
’  Currently  the  approach  does  not  make  it  clear  how  system  development 
could  help  those  who  are  not  employed  at  all  or  those  who  live  in  countries 
that  have  not  developed  along  the  lines  of  the  Scandinavian  democracies. 
(This  point  also  applies  to  the  other  paradigms.) 
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Plot:  The  ideal  of evolution  from slavery  through  feu- 
dalism  and capitalist  market  economy  to a collectively 
planned  and managed economy.  The purpose of sys- 
tems development  should  be to help  labor  overcome 
the constraints  of capitalism  by supporting  labor  activ- 
ism. 
Assumptions:  The  epistemology  is that  of positivism  in 
the specific  form of a materialist  view  of history  and 
society.  The ontology  is that  of realism  reflecting  the 
belief  in  a preexisting  empirical  reality.  The paradigm 
is that  of radical  structuralism  reflecting  a critique  of 
the status quo with  the aim of providing  the rationale 
for radical  change. 
Analysis  and  Discussion 
The developer-as-labor-partisan  story  focuses on the 
claim  that  systems development  intervenes  in  the con- 
flict  between  social classes for prestige, power,  and re- 
sources. Conflict  is seen as endemic  to society  and gen- 
erally  follows  a predictable  pattern  that  can be 
discerned  by analyzing  vested social interests  and the 
structures  and relationship  supporting  them. An  exam- 
ple of this  is the effects of rationalization  on workers. 
The story  deliberately  exhorts  the developer  to become 
an advocate of labor  to redress the balance of power 
between  management  and labor  as the only  morally 
acceptable course of action.  The story  promotes the in- 
sight that  all  knowledge  relates to human  interests  and 
thus  a neutral  science is impossible  (cf. [32]). Culture, 
knowledge,  and human  interests  are seen as intimately 
related.  Cultural  norms and values  are revealed  to be 
subtle,  but  nevertheless  effective  mechanisms  of behav- 
ior  control.  They  are a ploy  to legitimize  managerial 
goals and turn  workers  into  faithful  servants of the rul- 
ing elite. 
As a consequence, user resistance is seen as positive 
because it  is a sign of labor  becoming  aware of its col- 
lective  interest  which  in  turn  is a prerequisite  for social 
progress. The story  motivates  the developer  to seek co- 
operation  with  labor  and their  representatives.  It advo- 
cates a participative  approach  but  only  with  one 
party-labor.  Only  system objectives  that  evolve  from 
the cooperation  between  labor  and the developer  are 
considered  legitimate.  This  is thought  to lead to systems 
that  emphasize  enhancement  of craftmanship  and 
working  conditions,  and a higher  quality  of products  for 
the consumer  (although  possibly  at a higher  price). Ra- 
tionality  is tied  to the interests  of labor.  Only  system 
objectives,  tools, and methods that  enhance  the posi- 
tion  of labor  and thereby  lead to social progress are 
considered  rational. 
The story  leads to a number  of potentially  dysfunc- 
tional  consequences. It  embraces the notion  of activism 
(in which  it  is more important  to change the world  than 
to interpret  it) which  reduces the possibility  of a justi- 
fied  consensus where  cooperation  instead  of conflict  is 
sought. It is uncritical  of the effects of social  differentia- 
tion  introduced  by organizing  class interests  into 
unions  or other  forms of worker  organization  (political 
parties  and the like);  such  effects are the manipulation 
of the constituency  by their  leaders, and the effects of 
“co-optation”  and relative  isolation  of the leaders who 
often  become involved  in  different  social  spheres than 
their  constituency.  Ehn  [28, p. 3581 also notes the de- 
marcation  disputes  that  new  technology  creates be- 
tween  different  professional  groups and trade union  ju- 
risdictions:  “. . , the lack of trade union  cooperation,  not 
the technology,  not the newspaper  owners,  suppliers, 
may ironically  become the decisive  factor frustrating 
the dream of UTOPIA.”  That  the UTOPIA  team first 
contacted  the graphics  worker  union  “made the other 
unions,  [whether]  on good grounds  or not, critical  to- 
wards  UTOPIA,  and thus  frustrated  the dream of a joint 
design.” 
Moreover,  this  story  has a tendency  to oversimplify: 
for example,  there  are only  two  parties,  there  is no 
conflict  between  workers  and their  representatives, 
there  is a homogeneous management/owner  class, and 
so on. It also sees the lack of conflict  as undesirable  in 
that  it  reinforces  the status quo, except when  the class- 
less society  is reached as the end product  of the strug- 
gle. It  assumes there  are immutable  nature-like  laws 
that  determine  the future  of society.  This  leads to the 
so-called  fallacy  of historicism  where  all  events are 
seen in  terms of an inevitable,  evolutionary  conflict. 
STORY  IV:  THE  ANALYST  AS  EMANCIPATOR 
OR  SOCIAL  THERAPIST 
Systems  Development  as Emancipation  through 
Rational  Discourse 
The  last story  is a reaction  to the previous  three. 
Whereas the others can be observed in  actual  systems 
development  cases, this  story  is hypothetical  to a large 
degree in  that  it  has been constructed  from theory  [65, 
67, 68, 851.  Yet a number  of individuals  have noted its 
attractiveness  and claim  to have incorporated  some of 
its principles  in  their  systems development  approaches 
[20, 731.  Through  information  systems development,  or- 
ganizational  life  is changed, but  the rationality  of this 
change is heavily  constrained  by social  influences 
which  channel  the values,  norms, and perceptions  of 
all  participants.  Through  many  forms of communica- 
tion,  shared meanings evolve  into  a complex  culture 
that  cannot  be reduced  to a bipolar  conflict  among two 
principal  ideologies.  There  are two  societal  arenas of 
human  action.  One is the realm  of work  where  people 
extract  their  sources of livelihood.  The second is con- 
nected to the medium  of language use for the purpose of 
establishing  mutual  understanding  (as in  the second 
story) and engaging in  emancipatory  discourse. The 
concepts of work,  mutual  understanding,  and emanci- 
pation  are the three  fundamental  domains  around 
which  society  and other  forms of social  organization  are 
arranged. They  are also the domains  where  knowledge 
needs to be acquired,  and each domain  is related  to 
different  types of knowledge.  Habermas [38] terms 
these types “knowledge  interests.” 
Work is the first  domain  and it  is related  to the 
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knowXedge interest  of technical  control  of natural  ob- 
jects, forces (weather,  gravity,  temperature,  etc.), and 
people (as in  coordinating  the movements  of a work 
force). It is a unique  characteristic  of the human  being 
to seek knowledge  to exercise better  control  over na- 
ture  and people and thereby  rationalize  work  [%,  971. 
Habermas refers to this  as the technical  knowledge  in- 
terest (TKI), and it  :is aimed at overcoming  natural  and 
social obstacles to obtaining  products  and services for 
the continued  maintenance  and reproduction  of the hu- 
man species. The principal  means by which  the TKI  is 
realiz’ed is through  the  applied  physical  sciences. They 
are characterized  by the dominance  of instrumental 
reasoning,  or adopting  positivism  as the basis for check- 
ing the validity  of knowledge  claims. Information  sys- 
tems {are  an important  resource for achieving  the TKI. 
The first  story  suggests how  this  can be done. However, 
information  systems play  an equally  important  role in 
the realization  of two  other  knowledge  interests,  mu- 
tual  understanding  and emancipation. 
The knowledge  interest  in  mutual  understanding  is 
aimed  at improving  the understanding  of one’s culture, 
one’s own  psyche, and the psyches of those with  whom 
we interact  (i.e., kin,  friends,  enemies). As opposed to 
the engineering  sciences which  serve primarily  the 
TKI,  the cultural  sciences (history,  literature,  philoso- 
phy,  psychoanalysis,  etc.) serve the interest  in  mutual 
understanding.  As mutual  understanding  in  the social 
world  is problematic,  hermeneutics  has evolved  to help 
with  the difficulties  of interpretation.  Hermeneutics 
comprises the study  of principles  that  can be applied  to 
make sense of situations  and texts  that  are difficult  to 
interpret  because no established  meanings  apply.  An 
example  of a hermeneutic  process is the way  in  which 
a court  interprets  the law  to deal with  a new  case in  a 
way  which  is consistent  with  prior  rulings.  In  this  story, 
the developer  is faced with  a hermeneutic  issue when 
interpreting  system requirements  because the existing 
system is like  an alien  text  that  needs to be read [12]. 
Further,  ED  poses a hermeneutic  issue to the user in 
that  it  intervenes  in  the established  modes of sense 
making  and communication. 
The  knowledge  interest  in  mutual  understanding  on 
its own  lacks a critical  perspective  for two  reasons: 
(1)  It does not guard  against distorted  interpretations. 
Such distortions  can arise from biases such  as ideology 
and the limits  of language use because “our  implicit 
belie:6 and assumptions  cannot  all  be made explicit” 
[99, pQ  321; (2) It does not necessarily  lead to action 
against unjustifiable  situations.  Hermeneutics  in  this 
case helps in  understanding  the limitations  and barriers 
to the improvement  of the quality  of the human  condi- 
tion  in  the direction  of maximal  freedom from physio- 
logical  needs and social  domination,  The  removal  of 
these barriers  is achieved  through  the historical  process 
of emancipation.  This  leads to the third  knowledge  in- 
terest whose purpose is the establishment  of truth  and 
justice  as the norm  to regulate  all  human  affairs-from 
the family  to organizations,  government  and interna- 
tional  relations.  The  emancipatory  knowledge  interest 
is concerned  with  social  criticism  and applications  of 
the TKI  and shared understandings  to remove all  un- 
warranted  contraints  to social freedom and personal 
growth. 
In  pursuing  the knowledge  interest  in  emancipation, 
the system developer  elicits  (through  interaction)  a 
shared understanding  of the many  obstacles to human 
communication.  The  developer  needs to acquire  an ap- 
preciation  (insider  knowledge)  of the different  view- 
points  and existential  situations  of the different  stake- 
holder  groupings.  But  this  cannot  be done by  external 
objective  observation,  genuine  participation  is crucial, 
Obstacles, however,  abound.  The developer  needs to 
consider  the following  typical  obstacles to human  com- 
munication  throughout  systems development: 
4. 
5. 
Authority  and illegitimate  power-they  create 
anxieties  and cause people to distort  or withhold 
information  in  order to protect  themselves. 
Peer opinion  pressure (“group  think”)-it  creates 
tunnel  vision  for the sake of loyalty,  reducing  the 
validity  of judgments  by suppressing possible valid- 
ity  checks through  criticism. 
Time,  space, and resource limitations  they  prevent 
universal  access to knowledge  even though  in  prin- 
ciple  it  is available.  This  includes  the common  situa- 
tion  that  knowledgeable  people remain  silent  due to 
lack of motivation  to participate  because of work 
overload  or the socially  created need to withhold 
important  information  unless it  is to one’s advantage 
to engage in  a debate. 
Social differentiation-differences  in  the level  of ed- 
ucation,  specialization  and personal  values  and be- 
liefs  increase the risk  of misunderstanding. 
The bias and limitation  of language use--distort  per- 
ceptions  and lead to narrow  problem  definitions 
through  jargon  and cognitive  anchoring. 
All  of these create difficulties  of understanding  the rel- 
evance and implications  of design issues across social 
and organizational  boundaries.  Legitimate  system ob- 
jectives  emerge from  a free and open discussion  that 
leads to a shared understanding  and does not suffer 
from the harmful  effects of these barriers. 
In  order  to illustrate  the tenets of this  story  more 
clearly,  it  is helpful  to envisage some key  aspects of 
how  systems might  appear if  their  development  follows 
this  story.  All  systems development  would  proceed 
with  the three  knowledge  interests  in  mind.  Systems 
would  have features to support  the technical  knowl- 
edge interest  and these would  be similar  to those devel- 
oped under  the functionalist  influence.  Other  features 
would  support  the creation  of shared meanings and re- 
flect  the  knowledge  interest  in  mutual  understanding. 
This  is similar  to systems inspired  by social  relativism. 
Finally,  there  would  be a comprehensive  set of features 
to support  emancipatory  discourse.  This  means that  in- 
formation  systems are developed  that  facili-tate  the 
widest  possible debate of organizational  problems  such 
that  truly  shared objectives  could  be agreed upon  as 
well  as policies  for achieving  them.  Such a debate, free 
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of all  social  pressure, which  has the best chance to cor- 
rect psychological  distortions  due to individual  bias, is 
called  a rational  discourse  or an ideal  speech situation. 
The  goal of information  systems is to help  with  the 
institutionalization  of an ideal  speech situation  which 
in  turn  validates  a consensus about system objectives 
and modes of design and implementation.  The  ideal 
speech situation  would  legitimate  a moving  balance  be- 
tween  the fundamental  three  objectives  of information 
systems development,  namely  improved  technical  con- 
trol,  better  mutual  understanding  and continued  eman- 
cipation  from unwarranted  social constraints  and 
psychological  compulsions. 
Interpretation 
Key Actors:  Stakeholders  and the systems developer. 
The stakeholders  are a diverse  group of individuals  in- 
cluding  customers, labor,  and their  representatives,  het- 
erogeneous levels  of management,  and the owners  of 
the productive  resources. They  exist  within  a complex, 
intertwined  set of social  relationships  and interactions. 
The stakeholders  take part in  communicative  action. 
The systems developer  acts as a social  therapist  and 
emancipator  in  an attempt  to draw  together,  in  open 
discussion,  the various  stakeholders. 
Narrative:  Information  systems are developed  to re- 
move distorting  influences  and other  barriers  to ra- 
tional  discourse. Systems development  is governed by 
the three  knowledge  interests.  The  technical  knowl- 
edge interest  directs  the developer  to be sensitive  to 
issues associated with  effective  and efficient  manage- 
ment of the system project.  The  interest  in  mutual  un- 
derstanding  directs  the developer  to apply  the princi- 
ples of hermeneutics,  which  examine  the rules  of 
language use and other  practices  by which  we improve 
comprehensibility  and mutual  understanding,  remove 
misunderstandings,  and disagreement  or other  obstacles 
to human  communication  [7g]. The knowledge  interest 
in  emancipation  directs  the developer  to structure  sys- 
tems development  to reflect  the principles  of rational 
discourse. 
Plot:  The  ideal  of emancipation.  Information  systems 
should  lead to an emancipation  from all  unwarranted 
constraints  and compulsions  (e.g., psychological,  physi- 
cal, and social) toward  a state of justice,  freedom, and 
material  well-being  for all. 
Assumptions:  The  epistemology  adopted in  this  story  is 
of two  types: positivism  for knowledge  interests  in  tech- 
nical  control  (which  includes  both  nature  and man); 
and anti-positivism  for knowledge  interests  in  mutual 
understanding  and emancipation.  The  ontology  adopted 
is also of two  types: realism  for technical  interests  and 
nominalism  or social  constructivism  for mutual  under- 
standing  and emancipation  of interests.  The  adopted 
paradigm  is that  of neohumanism  which  reflects  the 
desire to improve  the existence  of organizational  actors 
(through  their  emancipation)  by developing  information 
systems that  support  a rational  discourse. 
Analysis  and  Discussion 
The  story  of developer-as-emancipator  focuses on hu- 
man potential  and how  it  is threatened  by ideology, 
power,  and other  distorting  and unwarranted  con- 
straints.  In  distinction  to the first  story, it  emphasizes 
what  could  be rather  than  what  is. This  story  adds to 
the notion  of instrumental  rationality  (in  affairs  associ- 
ated with  the TKI)  and communicative  rationality  (in 
affairs  governed by  the knowledge  interest  in  mutual 
understanding)  the notion  of discoursive  or emancipa- 
tory  rationality.  It emphasizes the use of human  reason 
to both  recognize  deficiencies  in  the conditions  of hu- 
man existence  and to suggest improvements.  Such 
emancipation  is nurtured  in  the arena of a rational  dis- 
course where  the intelligibility,  veracity,  truthfulness, 
and appropriateness  of all  arguments  are checked 
through  maximal  criticism.  Checks and balances on in- 
dividual  opinions  are needed to guard against unwar- 
ranted  constraints  and biases to allow  undistorted  com- 
munication  to occur,  which  means that  both  the 
physical  and social barriers  to a rational  discourse need 
to be identified  and removed  for maximal  criticism  to 
occur. The  concept of rational  discourse  applies both  to 
the development  and use of information  systems [67]. 
Rational  discourse is an ideal  that  cannot  be fully 
implemented.  By the use or development  of informa- 
tion  systems some, but  not all,  of the barriers  to a ra- 
tional  discourse  could  be mitigated.  For example: 
(1)  data modeling  could  correct  some of the bias and 
distortion  by semantic  integrity  checks; (2) proper orga- 
nization  of the system development  process could  pro- 
vide  rational  motivations  to participate,  share and elicit 
missing information;  (3) networks  could  help  to over- 
come the limitations  of time  and space; (4) conferencing 
systems could  motivate  people to contribute  their  ex- 
pertise by advertising  agendas and making  it  easy to 
append comments and suggestions; (5) highly  interac- 
tive,  object oriented  designs could  help  to overcome 
educational  differences;  and (6) proper security  controls 
could  protect  individual  rights  through  anonymity  and 
motivate  people to communicate  criticisms  and radical 
change proposals by shielding  them  from the threats  of 
the powerful. 
This  story  seems appealing  because it  captures many 
positive  features of the previous  stories and adds the 
important  notion  of emancipation.  However,  while  the- 
oretically  strong, it  is difficult  to see how  the story 
actually  works  in  practice.  The story  is normative  with- 
out providing  clear details  on how  it  could  be imple- 
mented.  For example,  it is not clear how  notions  like 
the systems development  life  cycle  should  be modified 
to accommodate the three  knowledge  interests;  what 
tools and techniques  should  be developed  to apply  the 
concept of rational  discourse to systems development; 
how  to broaden  the methods for integrity  checking  to 
guard against the numerous  forms of fallacious  reason- 
ing; and so forth.  A more fundamental  issue is whether 
people would  be willing  and able to radically  change 
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their  behavior  to fit  the ideal  of rational  discourse. Nor 
is it  clear that  people would  be motivated  to participate 
in  the debate or wish  to take part if given  the option. 
More’over, one must question  the implicit  assumption 
in  the story  that  there  are no natural  limits  to human 
potential,  that  through  emancipation  we can overcome 
the psychological  and social  constraints  on human  ca- 
pabihties  which  have been inherited  from the distort- 
ing influences  of the past. It is difficult  to see how  the 
goal of a society  free of ideology  and domination  can be 
realized.  One must also question  the assumption  that 
technological  progress will  be sufficiently  powerful  to 
overc,ome the significant  physical  constraints  confront- 
ing the emancipation  of all. 
Table I summarizes  and highlights  the salient  details 
of the paradigms. 
THE  TWO  EXAMPLES  REVISITED 
The stories provide  a relatively  simple  and straightfor- 
ward  way  of outlining  the possibility  of alternative  con- 
ceptions  about IS development.  We have suggested four 
stories, but  there  could  be more. The  importance,  how- 
ever, lies not so much  in  the fact that  there  are four  (or 
more) stories, but  rather  that  alternative conceptions  of 
ISD which  differ  in  very  fundamental  and striking  ways 
exist.  It is specifically  because of these fundamental 
differences  (largely  based on differences  in  adopted as- 
sumptions),  that  the systems produced  will  also differ. 
This  can be noted  in  the two  introductory  examples 
presented earlier.  The  systems development  approach 
taken  in  each case builds  on a set of core assumptions 
which  differ  from those of the functionalist  approach. 
Differences  can be observed in  both  the development 
process, and in  the developed  system. 
Development  Process  Differences 
Process differences  relate  to the decisions  made during 
systems development.  In  the typesetting  example,  the 
UTOPIA  project  team made a conscious decision  to re- 
tain  and enhance  the craft, not  to include  management 
representatives,  and not to be bound  by  the  then- 
available  page layout  technology.  The rationale  for 
these decisions  can be traced back to the paradigmatic 
assumptions  that  guided  the development  team. For ex- 
ample, the assumption  that  conflict  is endemic  to soci- 
ety in  the radical  structuralist  paradigm,  motivated  the 
project  team to focus on the  conflict  between  typeset- 
ters and management.  The denial  of the possibility  of 
the system developer  being a neutral  expert  committed 
them to bolstering  the position  of the worker  in  the 
perceived  social struggle  and to enhancing  the craft  of 
the typesetters. This  led to an emphasis on union  lead- 
ership  that  put  control  of systems developmlent  in  the 
hands of a homogeneous  group. It also heightened  the 
sensitivity  to the effects of ideological,  managerial  bias 
in  that  the existing  typesetting  systems would  make the 
craft largely  redundant  thereby  enhancing  management 
control  over workers.  Moreover,  the UTOPIA  project 
team believed  the ideological  bias was manifest  in  the 
components  of the technology  itself:  the social  neutral- 
ity  of technology  was denied.  As Kubicek  notes: “This 
approach  is based on the assumption  that  ElDP-knowl- 
edge is not impartial  to the interests  of capit.al and labor 
but  rather  biased by the perspective  of capital  and man- 
agement”  [55, p. 91. If available  technology  had limita- 
tions  that  would  not allow  the  enhancement  of the 
craft’s future,  then  it  would  not be in  the interest  of the 
workers  to accept existing  technology  as a design con- 
straint.  In  the words  of Ehn  et al.: “The  trad.e unions’ 
TABLE 1.  Summary of the Four Paradigms 
Functionalism  Expert  or 
Platonic 
Philosopher 
King 
Social  Catalyst  or 
Relativism  Facilitator 
Radical  Warrior 
Structuralism  far  Social 
Progress 
or  Partisan 
Systemidwebpment pro&ds  Elements  used  fn defining  IS  Examples 
From  without,  by  application  of  formal  People,  hardware,  software,  rules  !3ructured 
concepts  through  planned  intervention  (organizational  procedures)  as  physical  analysis, 
with  rationalistic  tools  and  methods  or  formal,  objective  entities  infonation 
engineering 
From  within,  by  improving  subjective  Subjectivity  of  meanings,  symbolic  Ethnographic 
understanding  and  cultural  sensitivity  structures  affecting  evolution  of  sense,  approaches, 
through  adapting  to  internal  forces  of  making  and  sharing  of  meanings,  FLORENCE 
evolutionary  social  change  metaphors  project 
From  without,  by  raising  ideological  People,  hardware,  software,  rules  Trade-union 
conscience  and  consciousness  (organizational  procedures)  as  physical  led 
through  organized  political  ac:tion  and  or  formal,  objective  entities  put  in the  <approaches, 
adaptation  of  tools  and  methods  to  service  of  economic  class  interests  ‘UTOPIA  and 
different  social  class  interests  DEMOS 
projects 
Neohumanism  Emancipator 
or  Social 
Therapist 
From  within,  by  improving  human  People,  hardware,  software,  rules  Critical  social 
understanding  and  the  rationality  of  (organizational  procedures)  as  physical  theory, 
human  action  through  emanc:ipation  of  or  formal  objective  entities  for  the  TKI;  SAMPO 
suppressed  interests  and  liberation  subjectivity  of  meanings  and  project 
from  unwarranted  natural  and  social  intersubjectivity  of  language  use  in 
constraints  other  knowledge  interests 
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tions  to a choice  between  yes or no to the purchase  of 
‘turn-key  packages’ of technology  and organization” 
[39, p. 4391. 
In  the engine maintenance  case, influence  from the 
social relativist  paradigm  was evident  in  the belief  that 
mechanics’  subjective  skills  (involving  experience  and 
judgment)  were  key in  interpreting  the symptoms of 
wear and tear in  maintenance  diagnosis. Knowledge 
was recognized  as being subjective;  there  was no single 
‘reality.’  Social relativist  notions  can also be seen in  the 
way  the system was designed. It emerged through  the 
interaction  of the design team which  comprised  a coali- 
tion  of union  representatives,  mechanics  and system 
developers. Hence control  of systems development  lay 
in  the hands of a heterogeneous  group. Members of the 
design team shared insights  and concentrated  on the 
acceptance of the system by the mechanics.  Neohu- 
manist  influence  in  the development  process was visi- 
ble in  the recognition  that  there  might  be communica- 
tion  barriers  within  the coalition  which  needed to be 
addressed by standards of fairness. Note the difference 
here regarding  the nature  of conflict  which  is assumed 
to be negotiable  in  neohumanism  but  ineradicable  in 
radical  structuralism.g 
Developed  System  Differences 
Differences  in  developed  systems relate  to the output  of 
systems development  and include  the following  eight 
features:” 
‘On  the  other  hand,  several  characteristics  in  this  case were  consistent  with 
more  than  one  paradigm.  For example,  the  assumption  that  a coalition  be- 
tween  management  and  unions  may  be productive,  was consistent  with  func- 
tionalism,  social  relativism,  and  neohumanism.  The  emphasis  on overcoming 
the  computational  limitations  of the  human  mind  is consistent  with  function- 
alism  and  neohumanism,  but  there  are  differences.  The  functionalist  might 
see the  increase  of computational  power  (memory  capacity,  retrieval  reliabil- 
ity,  speed) as necessary  for  meeting  objective  requirements.  The  neohumanist 
system  developer  would  first  focus  on the  principal  causes of distorted  com- 
munication  in  rational  discourse.  If  these  causes are  primarily  due  to  lack  of 
time  and  easy access to  computational  resources  then  the  approach  taken 
would  be similar  to  functionalism.  However,  in  most  cases there  are  social 
asymmetries  and  psychological  reasons  that  lead  to  distorted  communication, 
such  as power,  mistrust,  group  egoism.  bias,  and prejudice.  Therefore  more 
computational  power  does not  necessarily  lead  to  a more  rational  social  dis- 
course;  in  fact,  it  could  amplify  the  distortions.  [The  attitude  of social  relativ- 
ism  is not  to  focus  so much  on  the  computational  limits,  hut  on the  impor- 
tance  of sense making  as a uniquely  human  endeavor.) 
“These  eight  features  are  derived  from  an analysis  of the  literature  dealing 
with  system  differences.  They  are  by  no  means  exhaustive.  as others  could 
have  been  chosen.  (1) Technology  architecture  was derived  from  Ciborra  [ZZ] 
who  notes  the  importance  of technology  architecture  for  lowering  the  costs of 
organizational  transactions.  (2) Kind  of information  flow  was derived  from  the 
language  action  view  of information  systems  [35]  which  focuses  on the  pur- 
poses of information  flows.  (3) Control  of users was derived  from  Kling  [54] 
who  notes  that  it  “is  often  assumed  that  when  automated  information  systems 
become  available,  managers  and  line  supervisors  exploit  them  to  enhance 
their  own  control  over  different  resources,  particularly  the  activities  of their 
subordinates.”  (4) Control  of systems  development  was  derived  from  Briefs  et 
al. [17]  who  note  the  importance  of internal  and  external  control  of the  actors 
who  participate  in  systems  development.  (See also  Mathiassen  et al.‘s  critique 
of both  traditional  management  strategies  of ISD and trade  union  agreements 
“primarily  aiming  at controlling  the  development  process  from  outside”  either 
with  the  purpose  of minimizing  costs or  predetermining  fixed  points 
for  participative  decisions  [74].)  (5) Access  to information  was  derived  from 
Markus  [71]  who  vividly  shows  through  her  FIS case that  the  access to  infor- 
mation  could  change  the  balance  of power  between  different  interest  groups. 
A  similar  point  is made  in  Newman  1831. (6) Error  handling  was  derived  from 
Markus’  [Z]  case where  an error  was treated  as a feature.  (7)  The  impor- 
tance  of training  was derived  from  Kubicek’s  1551 observation  that  worker- 
sponsored  production  and  distribution  of information  technology-related 
knowledge  should  involve  learning  activities  that  are  based on previous  expe- 
rience  of the  workers  [cf.  291. (8) F&on  d’etre  was susested  by studying  the 
goals of information  systems  in  the  four  paradigms. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Articles 
Technology  architecture  refers to the way  in  which 
specific  hardware  and software  components  are con- 
figured  and matched  with  the structural  units  of the 
organization.  As is evident  from both  the typesetting 
and engine  maintenance  example,  the structural  dif- 
ferentiation  supported  by  alternative  technology  ar- 
chitectures  has a considerable  impact  on the oppor- 
tunities  and privileges  afforded  various  user groups. 
Different  types of technology  architecture  in  typeset- 
ting  for example,  can abolish,  maintain  or enhance 
typesetters’  responsibilities. 
Kind  of information flows refers to the intended  mean- 
ings of the information  dealt  with  by the IS. For 
example,  the meaning  of the information  of the first 
engine  maintenance  system was to formalize  the 
mechanics’  diagnostic  skills  so as to leave them  out 
of the diagnostic  loop. This  differs  from information 
intended  to improve  the diagnostic  capabilities  of 
the mechanics. 
Control  of users refers to how  the information  system 
would  contribute  to or diminish  opportunities  for 
one group exercising  power,  authority  or other  forms 
of social influence  over another. 
Control  of  systems development  refers to the locus of 
influence  over the systems development  process. In 
principle  this  can lie  with  the people affected by the 
system or some external  group or a mixture.  (This 
has been dealt with  more fully  in  the section  enti- 
tled  Development  Process Differences.) 
Access to information  refers to who  would  have access 
to the information  provided  by the IS and with  it, 
who  stands to benefit  from improved  information. 
Error  handling  refers to the arrangement  for detecting 
errors and who  would  deal with  them.  Depending  on 
how  errors are looked  upon,  they  can be used as a 
basis for external  sanctions  and rewards,  as a means 
of subjugation,  or, more positively,  as a challenge  to 
creativity,  source of learning  and creation  of new 
meanings. 
Training  refers to the role that  education  plays as 
part of system change, who  will  be selected for train- 
ing, whether  it  is seen as a means to enhance  the 
individual  and his or her social position,  or whether 
it is confined  to mechanical  skills  for operating  the 
system. 
Raison d’etre  refers to the primary  reason for the 
existence  of the information  system. For example,  is 
it  seen as a means for overcoming  social barriers,  for 
improving  policy  formation  and competitive  advan- 
tage, for enhancing  management  control  over work- 
ers, for achieving  cost-savings by replacing  labor, 
etc.? 
Tables II  and III  provide  a comparison  of the systems 
developed  in  the typesetting  and engine  maintenance 
examples. The  tables are structured  in  such a way  that 
they  can be related  to the  description  of the two  exam- 
ples given  earlier.  The tables compare the features of 
the systems which  would  likely  have been developed  if 
a functionalist  approach  had been adopted. The  com- 
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Fmtionalism 
TABLE II.  The UTOPIA  Project 
Technology  Architecture 
Radical  st~~~turalism 
Link  word  processors  of  writers/editors  with  typesetting  soft- 
ware  to  eliminate  ma.nual  processes  of  typesetting. 
Link  word  processors  of  writers/editors  with  file  servers  of 
typesetting  support  system;  provide  extra  workstations  with 
specific  hardware  requirements  to  support  typesettilng  (elec- 
tronic  cropper,  large  area,  high  resolution  screen  to  provide 
similar  capabilities  as  backlit  panels). 
Kind  of  Information  Flows 
From  editors/writers  to  machines;  productivity  controls 
to  management. 
Having  typesetters  process  work  of  writers/editors  before  me- 
chanical  printing;  feedback  loop  for  quality  control  between 
writers/editors  and  typesetters.  Productivity  controts  possible, 
but  not  the  key  issue. 
Control  of  Users 
Productivity  controls  for  writers/editors;  visual  quality  control 
of  typesetting  reduced  or  eliminated;  no  need  for  typesetters 
and  control  of  their  work. 
Typesetters  remain  in control  of  the  quality  of  their  Iproduct 
and  the  details  of  task  sequencing  on  how  to  achieve  it. 
Technical  experts. 
Control  of  Systems  Development 
Union  officials  and  workers,  against  prevailing  technology 
which  was  seen  to  reflect  managerial  bias. 
Access  to  Information 
Writers/editors  only.  Typesetters  and  writers/editors. 
Editors  and  visual  quality  control  partly  eliminated.  Customers  Typesetters;  quality  control  according  to  professional  typeset- 
forced  to  receive  a  bwer  quality  product  but  theoretically  at  ting  standards.  Customers  receive  a  higher  quality  product  but 
lower  prices.  possibly  forced  to  buy  at  a  higher  price. 
Training 
Basic  computer  skills  and  typesetting  skills  for  writers/editors.  New  typesetting  and  computer  skills  for  typesetters. 
Raison  d’Etre 
Maximize  cost  savings,  reduce  production  time,  and  eliminate  Enhance  traditional  typesetting  craft,  making  them  more  pro- 
demands  from  typesetters  by  making  them  redundant.  ductive,  and  providing  a  more  appealing  product  to  customers. 
parison  is hypothetical,”  but  nevertheless  expresses 
what  we think  would  be the likely  system differences 
in  terms of the  eight  features introduced  above. Table  II 
summarizes  the system differences  arising  from a type- 
setting  system developed  under  a moderated  radical 
structuralist  approach. It was moderated  because the 
archi.tects of the typesetting  system,  while  denying  co- 
operation  with  management  and refusing  to take funds 
from them,  nevertheless  did  not seek to wrestle  com- 
plete control  from them.  Moreover,  they  did  not chal- 
lenge the basic tenets of a free market  economy,  i.e., 
they  wanted  to develop  a competitive  system which 
could  be sold to other  newspaper  companies. The  idea 
”  Note  that  the  ideal  of conducting  a controlled  experiment  involving  the 
same  people  developing  the  same  system  under  more  than  one  approach  is 
imposjihle.  Constructing  hypothetical  cases was therefore  chosen.  To  mitigate 
the  inherent  problems  of using  these  hypothetical  cases. we  have  relied,  in 
the  first  case, on  the  extensive  published  information  that  exists  on typeset- 
ting  systems.  These  systems  are  well-understood  and  have  been  widely  imple- 
mented  using  functionalist  approaches.  In  the  second  case, we  rely  on  the 
published  literature  on functionalist  approaches  to  building  expert  systems,  in 
particular  [40, 411. A  detailed  analysis  of the  dominance  of functionalist  influ- 
ence  in  the  expert  systems  literature  is provided  in  [ES]. We  thus  feel  reason- 
ably  comfortable  with  suggesting  how  the  differences  might  be manifest. 
here is not only  to make money,  but  to transfer  the 
software  to other  locations  so that  the typesetter’s  craft 
as a social  class is enhanced.  Indeed,  several  UTOPIA 
reports “state that  there  is not incompatibility  between 
making  profits  and demanding  quality  of training, 
work,  and product,”  [28, p. 3531.  Table  III  a,ddresses  the 
differences  between  an engine  maintenance  system 
first  developed  under  the functionalist  tradition,  and 
then  redone with  a development  approach  character- 
ized by influences  from  the social  relativist  and neohu- 
manist  paradigms. 
Mixing  of  Influences 
In  practice,  information  systems development  ap- 
proaches are influenced  by assumptions  from more 
than  one paradigm.  However,  the influence  from one 
paradigm  is typically  dominant.  As an example  con- 
sider the  adaptation  of the structured  systems analysis 
and design approaches (e.g., [27,  33,  48,  98,  1011 to  the 
complexities  of practice.  The  dominant  influence  is 
clearly  functionalist  with  the emphasis on identifying 
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Functionalism 
TABLE  III.  SAS Engine  Maintenance  System 
social  Relativism/Neehumanism 
Technology  Architecture 
Automated  measurement  and  sensing  of  engine  components 
(disassembled  manually)  to  detect  faults. 
Determination  of  maintenance  needs  by  skilled  mechanics 
relying  on  visual  and  tactile  inspection  and  interpretation  in 
light  of  their  experience  and  tacit  knowledge. 
Kind  of  information  Flows 
Instructions  from  system  to  mechanics  (users)  regarding  what  User/mechanic  describes  the  problem  to  the  system,  and 
maintenance  needs  to  be  done  and  how  to  most  efficiently  seeks  advice  regarding  possible  strategies  on  how  to 
carry  it out.  correct  it. 
Control  of  Users 
Mechanic  is controlled  by  system  in terms  of  what  is  Mechanic  is  in control,  and  thereby  feels  responsible  for  the 
performed  and  how.  end  result  (which  is contended  to  improve  quality). 
Control  of  Systems  Development 
Technology  experts.  Mechanics  and  their  union  representatives  in co-operation  with 
management  (union  entered  into  a coalition  with  management 
to  improve  the  front  line  service  and  retain  their  jobs). 
Access  to  Information 
Mechanics  and  management.  Mechanics  and  management. 
Error  Handling 
Detection  of  problems  by  statistical  reports  (e.g.,  productivity  Setter  quality  control  by  the  mechanics  who  feel  responsible 
figures  and  mean  average  failure  rates);  correction  by  better  for  their  work;  correction  of  remaining  errors  by  quality  circles 
knowledge  engineering  and  corrective  maintenance.  and  group  problem  solving. 
Training 
Limited  to  the  operation  of  the  maintenance  system.  Begins  with  the  discussion  of  feelings  and  attitudes  to 
computer-based  systems  in general,  with  the  view  to  remove 
unwarranted  objections.  It also  includes  some  key  concepts  to 
understand  the  underlying  design  and  logic  of  the  system;  and 
then  training  on  the  operation  of  the  systems. 
Raison  d’Etre 
Expert  systems  to  replace  human  judgments,  which  are  seen 
to  be  unreliable  and  error-prone. 
System  for  experts  whose  judgments  are  seen  to  be  the  key 
for  success,  and  are  relieved  from  the  burden  of  remembering 
and  keeping  track  of  numerous  routine  details. 
true  requirements  as is evident  from  McMenamin  and 
Palmer  [77,  p.  31 who  state:  “the  specification  should 
contain  all  the  true  requirements  and  nothing  but  the 
true  requirements,”  the  assumption  of a clearly  defina- 
ble  system  purpose,  the  belief  that  it  is possible  to  ob- 
jectively  model  the  current  system  which  can  be  tested 
through  various  structured  techniques  [33],  the  distinc- 
tion  between  the  logical  and  physical  system  exists  and 
the  suggestion  that  one  can  be  derived  from  the  other 
[Zi’],  “that  there  are  precisely  defined  ways  to partition 
essential  features  in  such  a way  that  the  principles  of 
essential  modeling  are  observed”  [77,  p. 471. Neverthe- 
less,  there  is  often  a recognition  of the  subjectivity  and 
evolutionary  nature  of requirements.  Prototyping  is the 
practical  way  of handling  the  subjective  and  emerging 
nature  of requirements  (cf.  [26]).  Prototyping,  though 
originally  conceived  as an  approach  in  its  own  right 
[82],  is incorporated  within  the  requirements  specifica- 
tion  stage  of the  structured  approaches  to  mitigate  the 
rigidity  of the  functionalist  assumption  of modeling 
“true  requirements.”  In  prototyping,  users  and  analysts 
interact  to  construct  a working  model  of the  system 
which  is  then  “refined  and  modified  in  a continuous 
process,  until  the  fit  between  user  and  system  is accept- 
able”  [19,  p.  1631. 
As  is evident  from  the  discussion  of the  typesetting 
and  engine  maintenance  cases,  the  mixing  of influences 
of various  paradigms  can  and  does  occur  in  a number 
of creative  solutions  to  systems  development  problems 
which  advance  the  state  of the  art.  The  UTOPIA  project 
is a good  example.  It  shows  systems  development  under 
a radical  structuralist  approach,  but  with  moderating 
influences. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In  practice,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  mixing  of paradig- 
matic  influences  leads  to  interesting  and  creative  solu- 
tions;  however,  the  development  of these  solutions  has 
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had to rely solely on the inventiveness of creative prac-
titioners who may or may not have been conscious of
the philosophical assumptions belonging to alternative
paradigms. Should the finding of such ‘creative’ solu-
tions rely only on serendipity? We contend that ad-
vancement could come about from the explicit docu-
mentation of the assumptions underlying the various
paradigms. It would permit the generation of creative
solutions to practical problems to proceed in a more
conscious and systematic way.
Moreover, a documentation of the assumptions un-
derlying the paradigms allows systems developers to
become better aware of the assumptions and beliefs
that they employ in their day-to-day activities. A better
understanding of the conceptual foundations of their
beliefs including the recognition of other belief alterna-
tives can lead developers to seek creative solutions us-
ing the strengths of each paradigm. However, each par-
adigm has weaknesses that will affect the quality of the
solutions it inspires. Without a systematic documenta-
tion of alternative paradigmatic assumptions, some of
these weaknesses may escape the attention of the prac-
ticing systems developer. A concise documentation of
paradigmatic assumptions invites critical assessment.
set of philosophical assumptions which each embraces
provides a new vehicle for investigating new theories
about the nature and purpose of information systems
development. Currently, most research is focused
only on the functionalist paradigm. This, we argue,
is not enough. Functionalist systems development is
grounded in a set of common assumptions that concom-
itantly enlighten and enslave. Alternative conceptions
of ISD seem warranted (cf. [&I) and will hopefully
emerge through further research.
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